
Instructions for Using 
1-8 G 284H ADAPTOR - BASIC BRG. REM. 

With Main Tool 18 G 284 & Adaptor Sets 

1. To Assemble anY Adaptor Collet Sets. into 18 G 284I! 
Proceed as follows 

Unscrew Adjusting Nut from Body ,and remove Centre Screw with Pilot 
attached, as shown in Diagram 10 
If the Adaptor Collet set contains a Pilot, this must be substituted 
for the Pilot supplied with 18 G 284H. 
Locate the Adaptor Collet in the body as shown. 
Replace the Centre Screw , with Pilot, to expand the Collet and screw 
the adjusting nut back into place until the Collet is held rigid. 
Note gap between Adjusting Nut & Body as shown in diagram 2 which 
should be less than ~; 
The completed tool can now be screwed into 18 G 284 as shown in 
diagram 2 and is ready for use. 

2. Using Tool to Remove Brgs . 

Unscrew Adjusting Nut approximately til 
This will enable the Basic Tool 18 G 284 to be pullea-back thus 
closing the ends of the Collet. 
Lower the as sembly through the brg. 
Holding the body push the Basic Tool forward again thus expanding 
the Collet behind the brg4 
Screw down the Adjusting Nut w1til contact is made on the top of the 
Collet holding the assembly rigid. 
If the Collet is fully expanded the gap between the Adjusting Nut 
arid Body . should be the same as noted before applying the tool to the 
Brg. ioees- less than flo If not check to ensure the tool Was applied 

deep enough to allow the Collet ~p to get behind the brg, and 
that nothing is fouling. the Collet. -not US9 until distance 
of gaIL-in free, and applied condition, agrees otherwise 
permanent damage to the Gallet will result. 
Steady blows of the sliding weight at the same time pulling 
in direction of arrow (diagram 2) to avoid snatching will 
remO'fe the brg. 
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